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Technical Data
The values are factory-set

Overpressure

Pneumatic, 3.8 mbar at 1.075 g
weight of bell I in the overpressure-cell

Underpressure

Pneumatic, -1 mbar at 300 g weight
in the underpressure cell

Overfilling

Mechanical, by means of synthetic
tension belt

Volumetric gas flow rate 200 m³ per hour
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Biosecure
Overpressure and Underpressure Protection

Triggering pressure
(standard version)
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Flange of escape pipe
Extension

DN 150 (stainless steel)
With PEHD pipe, OD 160, max. length 3 m

Sealing liquid

With sufficient inside temperature and
external thermal insulation: pure water.
Without thermal insulation from the
outside and during winter operation:
Water with antifreeze added or heater rod.

Sight glass fitting

Soda lime glass similar to DIN 8902
PTFE wiper

Connection to the
digester wall

DN 200 (standard), DN 150

Options

► Insulation jacket for thermal insulation
► Electric heater rod
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Our ST-DS device can either be controlled mechanically
through the membrane of the biogas storage dome or
using weight-operated immersion cups. The ST-DS housing is made of stainless steel, whereas the immersion
cups and the reverse-motion linkage are made of plastic.
We use water as sealing liquid, which is enriched with
antifreeze at low outside temperatures. As an option,
an insulating jacket or an electric heating rod can be
installed to prevent the water from freezing without the
addition of antifreeze. The functioning inside the housing can be checked through the built-in sight glass.

Overpressure regulation

The ST-DS overpressure and underpressure protection
device monitors and regulates the overpressure and underpressure in biogas digesters. It protects the biogas
storage membranes of digesters, post-digesters and digestate storage tanks against inadmissible loads. The
ST-DS device has been designed as a safety component
in the sense of the 2006/42/EC Machinery Directive.
However, the safety we intent to achieve when operating
a biogas plant can only be accomplished in practice if
all the necessary measures are taken. It falls within the
operator’s duty of care to support these measures and to
check their execution.
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A synthetic tension belt runs over the gas storage membrane in a Y shape which is connected to the rope eye via
the belt guide and thus to the ST-DS device. A connection
on the reverse side of the ST-DS links the gas space of
the digester with the ST-DS via the shaft lining.

a. Functional principle of the synthetic tension belt
If the gas pressure on the gas storage membrane is
too high, the synthetic tension belt raises the reversemotion linkage. The bell of the overpressure relief
valve is pressed upward to a position above the sealing liquid so that biogas can escape from the digester through the ST-DS. Since gas has escaped, the Biolene dome and with it the reverse-motion linkage
are lowered again. The bell submerges in the sealing
liquid and the gas is stopped from further escaping.
b. Functional principle based on overpressure in the
digester
If the pressure in the digester or in the ST-DS exceeds
the set value, the bell of the overpressure relief valve will
rise. Biogas can escape. The bell is lowered again after
the pressure compensation.
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Schematic view of ST-DS Biosecure

Dimensions
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Gas escape pipe
Gas storage dome
ST-DS Biosecure
Digester
Synthetic tension belt
Gas inlet or air outlet pipe to/from digester
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Functionality
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We want to make biogas plant operation as safe as possible. Therefore, we have designed and built our Biosecure overpressure and underpressure protection device
of the ST-DS type in accordance with the highest safety
requirements and after careful selection of the applicable harmonised stan-dards and technical specifications.
Biosecure thus meets the current state of the art and
guarantees a maximum level of safety.

Underpressure regulation
If the pressure inside the ST-DS falls below the set value,
air is sucked in from the outside. The bell of the vacuum
relief valve emerges from the sealing liquid and allows
air to flow in. After the pressure compensation, the bell
is lowered again and prevents more air from flowing in.
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www.biogastechnik-sued.de
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Phone
Fax
E-mail

+49 (0) 7562 / 970 85-40
+49 (0) 7562 / 970 85-50
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